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ABSTRACT
This study vas conducted to review eialuation studies

of high school experiential learning progress 4:c determine the nature
of their findings and the essential elements that produce effective
learning experiences in the cossunity and to assess tbe approache*
used'in these evaluations. Literature reviewed for the study centere#
-on (1) work experience and training programs.(2) career or
vocational programs, and (3) vocational/toncareer experiential
programs such as servicp learning progress. Findings froa the review
ot tie literature indicate that the ma4ority cf evaluations appeaVto
be poorly conceptualized and fail to build on previous evaluati.ons of
sisiliar prograas. -Based on these findings, a new fraiework for
future evaluations was developed that includes three critical
aspects: predesign investigations, designing the Avaleation, and
impleneating and reporting the evaluation. (Nine policy
7ecosmendations that eserged in the process of assessing evaluations
of experiential learning projects are included.) (LEA)
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PREFACE

This research study prepared for the Office of the Assistant Secretary

for Policy, Evaluation and Research, U. S. Department of Labor by staff

of the Education and Work Program of the Northwest Regional Educational

Laboratory reviews findings from a number of evaluation studies of high

school experiential learning programs and proposes a new framework foc

future evaluations that appears more congruent with tt..'4 nature of

experiential learning programs. As used in this study, experiential

learning nefers to a process of learning gained from both planned and

unplanned experiences which involve the learner in meaningful activities

and relationships with adults in the community. The learner is helped by

another person to examine the meaning and implications of these-

experiences for his cc her future growth.

Three categories oeprograms were studied: work experience and training

programs, career cc vocational education programs and

nonvocational/career experiential programs sold: as service7learning

programs.

A

The results of the study are summarized in nine policy recommendations.

These recommendaticas are practical suggestions that DOL's Office ct

Youth Programs and those involved in the planning, implementation and

evaluaticm of YEDPA projects can use.,.

to direct research into areas likely to add to knowledge about

how to enhance the development_of disadvantaged youth,

to refine guidelines for' project evaluations

to increase the quality and utility of.future evaluations.
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/NTRODUCTION

This study was conducted to review evaluation studies of high school'

experiential learning programs to deterAine the nature of their findings,

P

the essential elements that produced effective learning experiences in

the community and to assess the approaches used in these evaluations.

After examining the limitutions of these evaluations, the authors

developed a ncl framework for future evaluations that appears more

congruent with the aature of experiential learning'programs. The

resulting framework has the potential for improving the quality of future

research and evaluation of community-based experiential programs where

academic and/or career development outcomes are sought.

The primary method-logy cl this study was a comprehensive literature

review pertaining to evaluation studies of experiential learning

programs. The literature review centered on: 1) work-experience and

training program*, 2) career or vocational programs and 3)

vocationalinoncareer experiential programs such as service learning

programs. Since hundreds of experiential programs have been evaluated,

the authors frequently reviewed studies that synthesized evaluations

acrcms more than a single program. Techniques for obtaining evaluation

studies from the literature included a computerized search of the ,ERIC

data base, contacts with federal agencies such as the Department of

Labor, National Institute of Education and United States Office of

Education, and contact with'tther research and development organizations

such as Youthuork Inc., plational Center for Research on VOcational

5- 6
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Education; Center ft-, the Study of EValuation and Center for Youth

Development and Research.

This report contains three sections. Section I contains our review of

the evaluation literature of experiential education programs and a

summary'of findings. Based on limitations of priOr evalmation studies we

propose a npw framework for future evaluations in Section, II. Policy

implications from this study are found in Section III.
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A number of writers-have advocated the use cd expctriemtial aethods in

education Significant among them have been the "mid-seventies" reports,

e.g. Coleman et al Brown et al., Martin et al:, Weinstock and American

Youth in the Mid-Seventies (cited in Zajchowski 1978). William Van 711

(cited it Zajchowski) has provided us with a succinct summary of these

reports:

The mid-!1970's high sdbool reform proposals encompass a variety of

problems and are naturally different from eadh other to same degree.

In general, however, the reports are critical of contemporary high

schuols as too large, age-segregated, overly separated, --

quasi-custodial environments for adolescents whidh 6D not

sufficiently provide youth a transition to maturity' and the adult

world of work and community participation. In general the reports

support smaller, more diveise, age-integrated, and comiunity-related

schools characterised hy both academic and action learning and

supplemented by alternative paths to isaturitj through experiential

learning by way of business-industry work organizations, social

involvement opportunities and community education centers (p. 11).

Even while advocating exp reiential forms of education, Zajchowski (1978)

points to American Youth in the Mid-Seventies for criticia of the lack

a research and evaluation (p. 11).

2bere'is not yet much empirical evidince that action-learning

produces significant affective grokh in teenagers.
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There is little evidence that action-learntng produces an

increased sense of"civic responsibility (p. 11).

Similar recommendations have been made recently (Schwondt, 1978; Reeton,

1978) that, in order to maintain credible standing, educational

institutions cannot continue to,grovide credit for experiential learning

without demonstrating the effectiveness of experiential eaugation

programs. Programs which are government sponsored have already:begun to

feel the pressure (Schiller, 1478). Coegress is demanding evidence on

which to base billices of dollars worth of decisions which programs

should be kept and for which groups?

ftperiential learning programs may be classified in a nuMber of ways such

as,the type of setting or the purposec of the program. The experiential

programs discuused here will be classified as work explerienoe and

training, career/vocational educatice and nonvocationalhareer

experiential programs. This grouping is based primarily on:the various

outcomes studied. Work 4xperience programs are generally evaluated in

terms of economic variableswhether participants are more likely to get

a job and to make higher wages than if th.y had notlparticipated.

Career/vocational education programs are often evaluated primarily in

terms of outcomes such as career knowledge and work attitudes in addition

to affeciive variables--principally self-concept: Other types of

experiential programs have usually been studies concerned with assessing

self-concept social responsibility and affective growth of participants.

`,41141$14111
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Mbrk Experience and Training Programs

Mb& experience and training programs focus on vocational skill training

and karticipants axe typicalli paid for their invoavement. Many

work experience and training programs are aimed at the economically

disadvantaged and have had the overall purpose of decreasing unemployment.

Schiller (1978) has reViewed studies relating to federal manpower

programs. He found three major studies of the Public Employment Program

(PRP) which became part of the Comprehensive Education and Training Act

(CETA) programs.

PEP program data do not indicate positive earnings effects.

Comparisons of pre- and post-program_participant data shot a slight

decrease in hourly wage rates. Employment increases revyaled in

program data axe easily explained. The program epoolled persons of

near "average" characteristics when they were underemployed or

unemployed; later these persons regressed toward the mean twhich was

likely'to be employment) (p. 112).

Three other programs which Schiller also discussed included Cperatice

Mainstream, MIN and Supported Work. All had single evaluatice studies.

None of these studies showed higher employment for enrollees following,

particlpation. However, the evaluation of the Supported Mbrk program did

not yet have postprogram results.

Barton and Fraser (1978) also reviewed a study of the WIN project

completed in 1975. This study found no succoss-rat diffeX;Inces among

o
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enrollee characterist cs (e.g. race Amid sex) except that a higher level

of education.appeared to be associated with both high placement and low

dropout rates. , Short-term job placement effects of the Programs did not

hold in the long run.

Schiller discuaed the findings in several studies that there are

differential results across programs by such variables as race, MX and

prior educayon level. In a study by Schiller and tithers (Schiller et

alo 1076) he concluded that these apparent differenceecould be

explained "on the.basis of rectint preprogram employment experience (no

employment versu4 some employment in the preyious.six month period).

woul appear that evaluation studios need to clarify the relationship

between client profiles and type of program.experiences.

Schiller' also addressed the issue of why so little definitive evidence

can be Provided' on manpower programs. The first two points in his

critique hold true for experiential programs in generals

There have been hundreds of evaluations of specific manpower
44 4

programs, and these provide a foundation for studies of relative

effectiveness. Unfcrtunatsly, this foundation is itself not very

solids as other researchers have noted. The most serious and

familiar shortaxiings of past evaluation studies are: (1) the

absence of a comparison (control) Iroup for identifying net program

effects; (2) restricted time horizons that preclude measurement of

longitudinal impact. Only a handful of past studies have bean

a
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reasonably successful in overcoming these problems and thus provided

meaningful estimates of program impact (p. 111).

.0

Barton and Fraser (1978) reviewed studies of programs in "Employment and

Training" which corresponds to the category of ,Nork Experience. The

Neighborhood Youth Corps (NYC) model provide d. youth inschool, sununer and

out-of-school opiions and in rural and urban settings. The "explicit and

implicit goals of NYC 'can be summafized as fcalows: (a) to.

redistribute income to the poor, (b) to increase the employment of youth,

(c) to reduce teenage related crime and (d) to increase the lifetime

arnings of enrollees through training, incentives to stay in school and

work experience (p. 68)."

Of the six studies cited, only two had comparison groups for determining

program effects. One of these studics found that participants and an

older working comparison group maintained their functioning in terms of

grades, good self-concept and "sense of control of their own destinies."

A younger control group and dropouts changed negatively on these

Aariables. Little evidence was cited b) demonstrate enhanced postprogram

employability or earning gains of particiiants which was the principal

pi.ogram adectivo. It was not clear whether NYC helped students to

**-graduate from high school. ,There was evidence from one study that

effects say differ by such factors as age, race, sex and school status.

Barton and Fraser report another stuty which evaluated the two-year

Vocational Exploration in the Private Sector program. This study found

that, while both grade point and attendance increased significantly for

4

Ns.
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participants over comparison group students, theprimportions which

graduated or dropped out remained the same. Following graduation, the

comparison group showed twice the rate of unemployment that the

participant group did. An evaluation of the Youth Conservation Corps

e

showed that the young peosle involved were geneLaily quite poSitive about

their experiences White and Spanish American corpsmembers were move

enthusiastic than Black and Native Americans and older (18 year old)

corpsmembers were more positive than younger (15 year cad) corpsmembers.

Goldberg and associates (1978) studied the noneconomic effects of the job

Corps, namely knowledge of work, attitudes toward work, interest in work,

employment status and social-attitudj impacts. Gtoups which were

compared included Nd Shows, persons accepted into Job Corps but. uhrt

did not participate (used as a comparison group); Peisisters, those who

completed the course; and Dropouts, thoae who terminated prematurely from

the program.

Findings _in the area of knowledge of work were that those who remained in

the labce ket (No Shows) did better than Persisters, who in turn

showed more improvement than Dropouts. Attitudes toward work did not

change for No Shows, were mixed with one significant decline for

Persisters and declined significantly on all three measures for

Dropouts. Employment status also failed to show advantages foe

Corrommml, Although Persisters tended more often to be employed fulltiPe,

than others, the percentage of time worked after Job Corps termination

was significantly higher for No Shows. Women banded to benefit mcce.than

men. The most apparent finding was that Drdpeets ishoWed most

4
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negatively on all indicators. In the area of social-attitudinal changes,

Persisters improved on all five indicatnrs while neither of the ottler two

groups nade substantial gains. Female Persisterst especially, showed

gains in selfesteem.

Another area of inquiry for this.study was the healeh and educational

tmpact of job Corps. Pers.isters did not improve on nutritional

information but were significantly higher on the nutritional behavio

measure. Health care (except for glasse3) was eetter for Persisters

since the Job Ctrpe provided free care. In terms of educational

attainment,.it was found that few Job Corps members (a) received GEDs or

(b) were ever enrolled in Job.Corpe classes. "Female Persisters,

however, were the most likely to he in those two categories. Women of

both groups ontered Job Corps with more educational backgrouna
P. 16)

Some.insight into the problems of the Job Corps educational component may

be gotten from a recent evaluation of the Worldhof WOrk curriculum

component (Mellon, 1978). This evaluation war based co an examination of

the curriculum objectives, materials and outcome measures. The

evaluators found a lack of performance objectives and good outvome .

measures They recomnended that current World of Work materials be

revised and some available commercial materials be incorporated. In

addition, a recommendation was made to include an experiential componelt

-to supplement and reinforce the listening/reading acquisition of

knowledge.

1.1
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Despite the tremendlus investment in th Mtck Experience and Training

programs,' little evidence has been found that the long-term employment of

participants is positively affected. Other indices, such as attitudinal

and self-concept measures have, in % few studies, shown some positive

results for youth who remain in the programs for the complete cycle.

Such changes could affect the employability of the participants. In

addition, the data which do exist suggest that programmatic effects may

differentially affect various subgroups in terms of race, sex and

previous education. Finally, two studies ncted that the greatest gains

in both employability and attitude may be within "hard-core" groups such

as offenders and Black teenage females. _This type of variable must be

studied carefully since these groupi may have nowhere to go but "up" and

the findings may be partially due to statistical artifact.

Careeraocational Education Pre9rams

Career education pcograms in this report are, for the most part, school

based. They generally focus on helping participants acquire career

knowledge and decision-making skills--skills which will facilitate job

seeking, job maintenance and career planning. Some of these programs

include vocational skill training but it is uot the principal pcogram

purpcee. Students may or may not be paid for their activities but

receive academic cc vccational credit toward graduatien (at both the

secondagy and postsecondary levels). Theie programs usually attempt to

relate andior integrate the career experiences with academic experiences.
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Bonnet (1978) reviewed and synthesized findings from 45 career education

evaluation studies conducted in 1975-76. These included 26 projects at

the end of three-year funding under Part D of PL 90-576 and 19 projects

which had received one-year grants through the U. S. Office of Education.

Office of Career Education (OCE). Although the instructional strategies

were mixed, most of the pmjects claimed to be based on some type ct

classroom infusion model. To the extent it is possible to determine,

only seccmdary level findings will be menticmed here.

Bonnet discussed the evaluation outcomes within the context of the goals

of career education set hy the Office of Career Education: 1) Bonnet

concluded that there is no evidence that career education either

positively cm negatively affects basic skills (reading or math)

achievement. 2) Attendance increased in some cases but mas not

maintained during the second year. 3) Bonnet concluded that "...it is

clear that the goal of fostering a desire to wcmk is attainable through

existing career education practices. 4) Twenty-two percent of the

secondary studies showed significant differences (12.(.05) between pre and

posttest means on neasures of decision-making, job-bunting and

job-gettinj skills. 5) Job specific occupational skills were not

generally assessed. Interpersonal skills were usually evaluated using

self-concept instruments. 6) self-understanding was measured by

self-esteem ratings and items which related to self-ammaisal in terms of

career decisionmaking such as are found in the Career Maturity

Inventory. There were few significant differences foumd at the secondary

level for either the self-esteem or self-appraisal studies. However,
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evaluation of career knowledge showed career education to be

*conclusively successful" in this area. 7) NO evidence vas available to

determine awareness of continuing oc recurrent educational

opportunities. 8) There was no evidence on whether graduAtes were

actively seeking or placed in career oc educational situations consistent

with their career goals. Most graduates had had only limited exposure to

career education at the time of the reviewed studies.

Another recent synthesis of career education evaluations for the Office

of Career Education (Bhaerman, 1977) addressed the issue of basic skills

achievement. Bhaerman's report stresses that, while all studies did not

0see gains in basic skills achievement, many did and few saw negative

results.

Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE) was developed by four regional

labcmattmies beginning in 1971 (Bucknam, 1976; Bernhardt and Owens,

1979). Each of the resulting four models had certain common progral

characteristics: community sites served as the focus for student

learning experiences; each student had an individualized pcogram based on

their specific academic and career needs; and academic learning was

integiated with career learning.
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A synthesis of secondary Xevel pilot site evaluations through 1976-77

(Bernhardt and Owens, 1979) showed similar findings to other career

educatica programs.

a FBCE students progress in reading and mitthematics at a rate at

least equivalent to the progress of non-EBCE students.I

Significant growth in career attitudes and career knowledge was

detected at most sites by a variety of career development

measures.

Significant increases in student attitude toward self and others

were found at only a few EBCE sites (p. 15-16).

In addition these evaluations assessed the attitudes of the students,

parents, strff and community site supervisors toward the experiences

students have in the programs. The cpinions of these groups were

overwhellangly and consistently positive that the experiences are

worthWhile. f*

The Career Intern Program (CIP) was funded by NIE and implemented in 1972

with the, Philadelphia schools. This project enrolled students in an

alternative school who were "not succeeding in their 'home' high
1-

school." The program featured individualized academic planning.,

llbese findings were also included in the Bhaerman (1977) synthesis

reported abol-e.
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coursework, personal and career gcidance, career exploration and

postprogram placement. This program was extensively evaluated.

CIP interns showed higher school completion and lower dropout

rates than controls.

CIP interns showed increased responsibility on factors such as

attendance, keeping appointments rescheduling appointments and

completing assignments. On a negative note, the study conceded

that those results were won at some cost in staff time aml

effort.

Regarding test taking skills: "In cmparison to contrca

students wbo were not enrolled in CM', interns learned to listen

to instructions to ask for relevant information and to use the

tine available in a task-oriented way (p. 130).

Interns broadeped their use of resources, including peer

resources.

.Class participation increased both in quality and quantity.

"Successful CIP interns are willing to repeat courses they have

failed or to review material they have already studied

(p.

Reading and math adhievement increased significantly for Interns

CAW controls, although they remained below national averages.

Interns did not increase 'significantly ovei controls in terms cl

a sense of self-Worth.

*In both attitudes and knowledge thought essential for career

planning, interns' scores increased substantially more than did

controls (p. 147)."

19
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Barton and Fraser (1978) reviewed programs they iermed "occupational,

education and learning through experience." Their review of vocational

education is included in this section. The trend of these programs has

been toward an integration of vocational and academic education which has

been much influenced by the career education movement. The Vocational

Education Act of 1963 and the Vocational Education Amendment! of 1968

provided the impetus foc numerous vocational education programs. Barton

and Fraser cite several summaries of both secondary and dostsecondary

vocational education program evaluations spanning the time frog' 1963 to

1975. The consensus of these studies is that dropout rates are higher

amon% vocational education students; there is little or no employment

advantage for vocational education program graduates; those who.trained

in highly specialized cc technical fields seldimm got jobs in those

fields; a student's socioeconomic background rather than the type of

education received (other than college graduates) may be. the single most

important factor in, their employment and earnings potential.

Cooperative education is another program which has also benefitted from

federal legislation at both the secondary and postseondary levels. A

study by Frankel (1973) provides' an interesting oomparison-hitween

cooperative education, career exploration and work-stwAy programs.2

2To the extent that these findings compare cooperative education and

work-study programs, they may be-viewed as reasonably valid kowever,

the career education programs we considerably fewer in ;limber, (and

probably less representative) than programs in the other two categories.
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Specifically, it.was found that a cooperatiVe education program is

more likely than any other type of program tin

Proiride students with, job-related instruction in school

Have a followup program for its graduates

Have an advisory committee

Provide job placement services

Have a high rate of job-related placements

Provide students with jobs that offer formal on-the-job

training

Help students in decieing on an occupation

Provide students with jobs that fit into their career plans

Provide students with jobs,that have a high level.of

responsibility

PrOvide students with jotis that afford a high-degree of

satisfaction

From a negative standpoint cooperative programs, when compared to the

other types of work education programs, are most apt to'discriminate

against students on the basis of student attitude; they are less

effective in reducing' student absenteeism; and, because they place

students in more tesponsible jobs, they are more apt to interfere

with a student's ether activities such as school work, dating,

sports, etc. (14). 3-4).

Amore recent study by Cohen and Frankel (1977) of postsecondary

.cooperative education programs found that co-ap graduats had higher

,
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earnings than nonco-op graduates. This finding dtd not hold if only

feMales were t:onsidered.- 36b experience appeared to be a heavily

contributing factor to the greater salary of co-op graduates. Students

were found to have benefitted financially during school and the co-op

expeeence was vlewed as Ran important financial aid device for the

particip.nt.*

Another Liportant conclusion was that

Five-year programs provide significantly higher annual student net

incomes than four-p,ar programs, and both provide significantly

higher student net incomes per year than two-year programs. This

pattern holds for every net income subcomponent, except for-tuition

where four-year programs have the highest per-year values (p. 11).

in terms of non-economic outcomes the authors noted that

Graduate experiences relative'to lOb satisfaction, job

responsibility, 'work continuity;and career plans were also examined

in this.stu'dy. No job satisfaction differences were statistically

significant, nor were differences in job satisfacticm observed among

other sample stratifications (e.g., sex, race, GM14 program length,

discipline area). However, some differences in levels of 16b

responsibility mere identified by Co-op status. These differences

indicated that co-op participation leads to somewhat greater job

responsibility upon graduation. Thik is consistent with another

fning that co-op participation is treated, in many respects, as

similato previous en;perience by the employer in terms of earnings

(p. 11). \\\-N

22
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The maior area of consensus among other studies cited by Barton and

Fraser was that cooperative education graduates had a distinct advantage

in offering employment based on their work experiencea often with cee of

the cooperative employers. The obverse of this finding was also true,

that employers found cooperative education programs to be relatively

inexpensive recruiting grounds.

The Executive High School rnternship program places students into

management level internships four days per week for a semester. One day

is spent in a three-hcnr seminar and performing program housekeeping

tasks. The Crowe and Walker evaluation (1977) used a comparison group

which had volunteered to participate at a later time than the study

participants. .Ttleir groups proved, however, not to be strictly

comparable. Variables studied.included knowledge of organizational

theory and behavior,.the management function, work habits, perional

growth and writing. 'Wee of.these variables showed significant growth::

pre to post nor participants versus comparison. The knowledge and .

writing areas proved not to be directly addressed by program activities.

Tbe failure to observe change in persceal growth areas and work habits

was 'attributed to thie fact that these traits were implicitly used as

participant selection criteria.
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Barton and Fraser discuss several other career educatibn types of

programs noting that evaluations are extremely poor or nonexistent.

These programs include the experiiental Work Experience and Career

Exploration Program (WECET), Alternative Educa4n ana Community

Education.

.mjaszc_)f_s_aSurCaeerocationalEducationPrrams

Career education programs generally result in groater career knowledge
. 4

and positive attitudes on the part of participaats These programs, with

the exception of the Cooperative Education programs, generally do not

result in greater postgraduate eiployment for participants. The

long-term effects of these types of programs have not yet been thoroughly

isseased.3 Cae aspect which was not discussed in any of the

evaluations was the relative effect of the programs on various population

subgroups (e.g. bi race, sex, etc.).
ekt

f

The relationship of basic skills achievement to participation'in career

education programs was studied in several of the sourceacited. The

evidence includes several situations in which career education 'students

gained in reading and math over control students and-few in which they

declined. A'large number of studios found no differences and the

consensus appears to be that no adverse effects should be expected.

3Biestetr (in process) describes a recent effort to conduct a three-year

followup study of MCI st9dents.

24
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In this cetegmy of experiential education programs are includelmthose

which are not focuped toward vocational skills.or carée 1

acquisition. Nationally disseminfted programs in thls categoh% inclu

Service-Learning, Outward Bound and Foxfire (cultural journalism) . The

evaluation data are particularly scAce for these programs partly because

the obAtcti tend bo be affective and partly because their development

was generalIy.not federally tonded.

Boose (1974) studied 56 students who had narticipated in postabecondary

service-learaing interships in North Carolina from 1967 to 1971 B oie,/
40.!

describes the internships as follows: eit typical service-learning

internship is a twelve-week, full-time assignment with a public agency

through whiCh the student receives academic credit and stipend (p. i).

Btose interviewed 20 and surveyed 36 former service-learning interns:

She found that approximately half.were working in public service jobs.

11...1111141re academic cridit'was awarded, there was amarentli a greater

(
degree of learning outcomes realised by the student.* AL conclusion based

on the interviews alone was that *Raving independence and public

responsibilities while serving as an intern were important factors to

many of those students.*

a
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Blackmei and Irwin (len aped the personal success of off..,campus

education4 in 20 independent secondary schools. Iluestftanaires were

administered to participants (pre-post), comparison students, fa
parents community supervisors, school office personnel and program

directors. Because the study has several methodological problems, the

data must be considered with caution. licmever somi.of the author's

conclusions are'interesting:

.ar

S.

The determinints"of participation were not also the determinants

successful participation and while academic factors' may

infl nee participation, "it is soqial.'and personal

characte

endeavor.

Students without f nit career or educational plans tended to

-had...re definite goals

stics which are, associated wi0 saiisfaction in the

be less successful twit*

Personal development was as both an *portant goal and

outcome of experiential prog

Success-ratty corresponded to:incr hours in the program
,

with.regular and continual parilcipati6j more *Octant than

intensity

Those who moved to'a special living situatica were far more

N I;

likely to have a successful experience than those who remained
1

1at home or in a &ma on campus.

4'10ff-campus education" apparently included ,career education types of

programs. Bowever, the type of programs and relative participation
\*...440410

were' not reported.

***101*
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Counseling or "debriefin" I. associated with more hIghas

successful exPeriences4 in addition, one-to-one conversattonsi.

with fscu3ty was apparently more helpful thmn sminar-type

sessions other parttcipants. Tbe author speculates that

the student wvats to preserve the uniqUeness of the_experience

and find its special meaning for htM or herr." .(p. 25)."

4

Shore (1977) completed an eltionsive summarysof research and evaluation

studies of Outward Bound Programs.- Two principle types of Variables were

studied with regard to-Outward Bound Programs self7concept and offIrder
4

recidivIsm. Tbe author includes self-concept self-esteem and

self-efficacy all within the category of,self-concept: Raving Abne so,

he concludes that the studies "do not suggest consistent, stable

replicated results with regard to tnp:effect of Outward Bound on

self-concept (p.%53) Ris conclusions concerning.recidivism are more

positive: -113tudy results on'thaseffects of'Outward Bound on recidivism

seem generally consistent., and ...positive evidence seems to be

mounting tbaugh it is ker no means conclusive." (p. 53)." Shore is,

extremely critical, of meihodological flaws and lack of followup in most

of the studies he reviews and, therefore, cautions against

overgenerallsation.

COnriid and ledin (19* roporXed the preltminery findings for the

Ifteluation of averiential Learning*Project (RX!AP). in the initt.al work,

listed end-4000 students in 20 programs.werer ,
.24 possible outcomes

a

I.



a.zad to respond on a four-point scale the extent to Which they felt

their pcogram helped them bp develop in various areas. POurteen of the

-items received 80% cc higher agreement. These items were:

CIncern for fellow human. 6eings-

Ability to get things done and to wcik smoothly with othere

Realistic'attitlides toward other people such as the elderly,

handicapped or government officials

4. Self-motivation to learn, participate, achieve

Self-concept (sense of confidence, sense of competence,

self-awaren14)

Responsibility to the groupoor clasp

Risk-takingopenness to newlexperiences

Sense of usefulness in relatiion to the community

Problem-solving

10. Risk-takingbeing assertive alld independent

11. Accepting copseguences ct my otinactions

1

12. Gathering and analysing informe ion, observation, reflecting an
,

. experience

13. Knowledge cd.community organizations
k

14. Responsibility for my own life (P. 28)

Th. authors conclude that *thet early findings oral& suggest that direct

community experience may bes.an importantmeirs for nurturing ,certain

kinds of growth and development in studenis. '1 That similar findings same

from such a diverse range of proglams--urban rural, snail town, private,

perochlah public--is especially significant. (p. 29),*

,

2 8
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Beainlin ra7ocesm0 cites several other studies of the "service-learnine

type. TWo studies found that college students gained significantly in

self-esteern af ter. performing volunteer work with zetarded children.

Another study reported that students who were involved in political or

social action outside the school became mcce open-minded and politically

efficacious. Black.and White high school students who did field umck on

the political strUcture of their city increased in feelings of political

efficacy; however Black and Chicano students in another school did not

Other equivocal findings included no significant differences on political

and social efficacy measures between a group Which performed volunteer

servic* and a comparison group.

Another program which falls into the nonvocationaliCareer category is

Foxfire cc cultural journalism programs.5 In these programs students

do the research, writing,, photography, layout required to publish a

magazine generally devcted to interesting persons and community history

(Sittce, 1978). The programs are generally viewed as interdisciplinary

and cOntain elements of (at least) Bnglish, journalism and social

studies. Although there may have heen lt)cal evaldations of cultural

journalism programs, there are no published evaluations available at this

time which provide an assessment of the impact of these programs on

students.

1Foxfire is the name of the program at .,.Rabun Gap, Georgia and,

although the program concepts have been disseminated, adoption sites are

generally termed 'cultural journalism', programs.

29
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Summary of NonvocationCarreebtrientiall.rrams

As noted in the' introduction b3 this section, the variables which for the

most part have been evaluated in nonvocationalicareer exPeriential

programs are affective var fables presumably corresponding to .affective

objectives of the programs. The weight of results must generally be
S.

considered inconclusive. Definitive results await additicmal and
a

methodologically eounder studies to be conducted and reported. /t should

be noted that at least one of the major programs in this category,

cultural journalism, has had no outcome evaluation to date.

ConclUsions

Three categories of programs (vork experience, career/vocational

education and nonvocational/career experiential programs) were reviewed

according to available evaluation data. These categories -were based on

program goals, the characteristics of the programs and the types of

variables addressed in the evaluations. In terms of general conclusion's',

few definitive statements can be made based on the evaluations of these

programs primarily due to general problems with the evaluation studies

which were indicated by the various authors cited (evaluation study

weaknesses will be discussed in the following section of this report).

The following are statements summarizing the conclusions which can be

drawn from the findings reported.

There is little solid evidence bo deMonstrate improved

employability of participantq in work experience and training

programs.
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Work experience and training programs may differentially affect

types of participants in terms of their race, sex and previous

education.

Some evidence indicates the met positive effects of work

experience and training programs may be with'the hard-core

subgroups such as offenders or Black teenage females whose entry

scores are initially lowest. Such effects may be real or may be

statistical "regression to the mean."

Career educatica participation results in greater career

knowledge and more positive attitudes toward work, although no

demonstrated increases in employability. The exception to this

latter statement is the cooperative education programs-that

often result in students being hired by the employer to which

they were assigned.

Career education does not adversely affect basic skills

achievement and in some cases appears to be responsible for

increasing tested achievement.'

There is some evidence that both work experience and career

education type programs positively affect attitudinal

variables. However, to a large extent dais hal not been studied

in the work experience and training types of programs.

Although'this issue was mentioned in only a few instances, it

did not seem to matter whether or how much students were paid as

to the attitudinal outcomes they evidenced.

The evidence is inconclusive as to whether various

nonvocational/career experiential programs positively affect

such variables as self-concept or self-esteem.
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II. PROPOSED JRN4ENORE POE AIME EVALUATIONS

Generalfindings from a review of the literature indicate that the .

majority of evaluations appear to be poorly conceptualized and fail to

build on previous evaluations of similar programs. These limitations of

prior evaluations have led to a proposal for a new framework for

conducting such evaluations. Critical aspects in this framework center

around: 1) predesign investigations, 2) designing the evaluation and 3)

implementing and repccting the evaluation.

This section of the paper presents a framework for evaluating

experiential learning pmograms that has evolved as a result ct7

investi,ating unique characteristics of experiential learning programs

and numerous evaluations conducted in this area. The approaches proposed

here are not meant to be another evaluation model but rather a

recommended framework for consideration by people already familiar with

general evaluation principles. Key elements of this framework are

depicted in Chart 1 and are discussed in the remaining section of this

paper.

Predesign Investigations

Prior to developing an evaluation plan for an experiential learning

program, itiis useful to study factors both external and internal bo the

pyoject. External factors include a review of 9020 theories that may

help organise and establish relationships among the separate objectives

and student outcomes likely to be explored in the evaluation. Examples
4

32
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Chart lt Tremolo* for Evaluating Experiential Learning Programs

Predesign Investigation

Reviewt'

1) Related learning, career
development and human develop-
ment theories.

2) Findings from, similar prior
evaluations.

3) Instruments found useful in
prior studies.

Evaluation Design

1) Develop plans0for assessing Itukining from both
planned and unplanned stimuli.

2) Identify relationships between short- and long-
term objectives.

3) Plan to assess the relationship between
experiential learning processes, program
delivery strategies and student outcomes.

4) Consider how different learnings occur in the
school, work place, home and other community'
settings.

Evaluation Implementation and Reportini

1) Determine the variables to be assessed.

2) Use evaluation designs appropriate for the
developmental phase of the project'.

3) Use naturalistic evaluation techniques where
appropriate.

4

4) Report outcomes bycharacteristiceof participants

5) Include descriptive case studies to supplement
statistical reports.

4.
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of such theories include social learning,theory Caandura; 1978

attribution theory (Bar-Tal, 1978) 'and motiVation theory (Atkinson,.

1964). A second area worth pursuing is that of evaluation findings

resulting from prior programs similar to the ome to be evaluated. In.,

this respeceit is 'equally impOrtant to determine which outcomes have

been found not affected by such programs as to find which have shown

significant changes. The third type of informatioiuseful before

preparing an evaluation plan is the names and characteristics of

evaluation instruments that have been used to assess outcomes similar to

those evected In the program to'be evaluated. As with program

objectives, it is important to know which evaluation instruments revealed

'significant student gains and which onekdid not.. In the recent

evaluation synthesis of career education programs sponsored by WOE

Office of Career Education during 1975 76, Deborah Bonnet (1977)

identified, for example, a wideay use;!, commercially availabk/e instrument

of career maturity that has revealed no significant growth in 32 out of

34 evaluation studies (p. 60).

Desionind- the EValuation

It has become fashionable for evaluation critics to attack goal

statements and behavioral outcomes of many educational programs for -lack

of prec ision and coherence. Freeberg (1976) in writing about youth work

training programs, has stated that *Instead of verifiable procedures, the

prescriptions provided for specifying training objectives and associated

measures appear to begin and end with purely consensual Or rational

decisions', usuallY leading to a laundry list of recommended performance'

35
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outcomes that somehow appeal to the riarticular writer. (p. 537).,

contrast, Freeberg borrows from criterion theory to recommend: 1)

multiple behavioral indexis especially in^ the initial phases of criterion
development, 2) 4ecification of criteria along a temporal continuum to .

include short-term, intermediate and long-term measures and 3) concurrent

and predictive validity (the relevance of a criterion to others obtained

at the same tine and in the future.

rn evaluating eNperiential learning programs where much of the learning,

takes place in an individualized manner at a community settim it appears

important to not only assess predesigned criteria, developed in the

.manner proposed by Freeberg, but also to.be alert to assessing learning

resulting from unplanned events' which are experienced by the learner and

reflected upon by the studept and learning coordinator or teacher. An

example'ot an unplanned stimulus for learning can occur in a situation

where a student shrows up late several days at a job site he or she was

exploring and gets told by the employer not to return. An open

discussion cm this experience by a student and learning coordinator can

produce new insights to help the young person modify both attitudes and

behavior.

Traditionalty, employment and training programs have assessed whether a

student has gained job entry skills, gained employment in,the.particular

occupation and the salary received. More recently, researchers have.

stressed the need fat also assessing occupational adaptability and

transferable skills (Pratzner, 1978) that faailitate a person's ability

36
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to function successfully across a variety of careers. Those involved in .

career education are faced with broader outcomes-that include improved

-se.f-concept, work values, decision-making skills, use of leisure time -

and awareness of means available for continuing and recurrent education

(Hoyt, 1978) Service learning programs have focused cn helping students

to learn concern-for others ability to work with cthers;tealistic

attitudes towavidifferent types of people and eilf-motivation to

participate and achieve (Hedin 1979). Clearly the list is unending and

thus a critical element of the evaluator's role is to determine which

objectives are central.to the program under investigation and which have

at least a fair chance of being achieved.

%db.

While it is important to look at learner outcomes, it is equally

important bo describe the delivery strategies being used to help students

achieve these objectivis. In the past, the delivery strategies have been

generally ignored or described in broad terms such as career explorations

and career counseling. -In addition to depicting these strategies in a

more concrete way, it would be useful to assess the experiential learning

processes involved. In a recent research itudy based on a social

learning theory franework, Owens and Owen (1979) identified a number or

characteristics of experiential learning that hi h school students in

eight .Experience-Based Career, Education projects identified am- important

reasons why a particular community experience was an exce11e4 9F poor

Characteristics assOciated most.'iirith excellentlearning experience

learning experiences were, in descending order of importance:

1. Trying out 'tasks-



,

2. Being given real responsibility

Listening and -talking with people at community sites
e

Receiving clear directions to follow

Engaging in challenging tasks

Applying learning to new things

Adult encouragement for doing tasks well

Learning technical words and language associated w th a career

of interest

Freedom to explore areas not planned in advance

9. Personal interest of a supervisor

10. Encouragement from family or friends

11. Knowing ahead of time what would be expected

12. Discussions 'of the' student's experiences with staff and other

students

Characteristics students associated most with particular community

experiences resulting.in little or no learning were, in decending order'

of tmportance:

1. Boring tasks

2. No personal opportunity to try out the work

3 Too'much repetition of an activity

4 No opOortunity to explore other areas of interest .

S. No opportunity to apply learning to new things

6. Not knowing what would be expected

7 No recognition front other workers tor doing tasks well

8 No,opportunity to observe or talk to workers at the site
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9. Lack of clear directions to follow

10. Ho opportunities trt discu my experiences with other students

11. slitting too closely supervised

Perceived importance of factors related to positive or negative learning

experiences %ms not affected by student's sex. However, a signifigantly ,

greater propotiorfvmeles than nales_identitied-a-better--------------------7k

Attila

understandingsof others as a learning !outcome from their EWE community,

site experiences. Students of both sexes felt that a major outcome of

their.community experiences was a better understanding of a specific

career of interest.

More detailed research on some of these characteristics is likely to

revkal important factors that motivate a young person to learn and to

lead to recommended'program improvements. As evaluators become more

experienced in ass,ssing special feature' of community-based experiential

learning prograns,'as compared to school-based programs, they will also

give attention to the diverse envizonments for learning that include the

school, work place, home and other community settings (such as

participation in a Boy Scouts of America program). The environments

become critical to study in some cases because learning in one setting

may reinforce or contradict.learnin4 in other settings. An'example where

confusion occurs is found when a young woman /earns from her parents that

her place as a future mother is in the home while at school she is

encouraged to explore nontraditional careers.

39
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At the expense of adding to the frustkations of an alrmady ovmrwhelmed

reader wondering how he or she could possiOly consider all.of these

.aspects of student outcome evaluation, we feel it is useful to remind

\
evaluators that, for ODMO 9V:delfts, it is eque14,important tq aimless

program effects on t16ltaff and an partiCipating community resource

persons. For tX5Il*r. i has been foundr.over, several years, that

participating..A as-b.ene.fite,...for_theirparaicipation_ln

1.

tier"

Experience-Based Career Ed

also, an omortunity to in

better acquainted with the

a result of explaining their j

a

ion ziot only a chance to help studenis but

lly scr'een potential employees, to become .

nking of young 'people and .r..aizeprestige as

bs to interested youpg people (Owens,

\Baenn and Fehrenbacher 1975).

-

\

Evaluation lementation

After engaging.in the activities above as partcf the

evaluation.planninwprocess it is necessaruto touch base with reality in

recognizing that the \quickest way to an ineffective evaluation is to

attempt to evaluate everything. Criteria are,isportant for determining

what variables b) selectlor an intensive :tut*, which may be explored in

a more casual fashion ando.which go beyond the resources available. In

selecting variables to be evaluatode.the evaluatornseds to consider

factors such alit 1) legislative or administrative mandates related to

the project, 2) the project's objectives, 3) areas likely to affect

Piagram sailficstions, 4) prior fin4ings frovrelated evaluations, 5)

variables related to a theoretical explanation of why a program works

t

4 0
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) the aitilability of valid meatiures to adequately essess.potintial

variables and 7) variables related to policy studies.

Pergons reviewing evaluations of 4gh school experiential learning

programs have often commented on the inadequate researcfi'designs

employed. Usually these criticisms reduce to a plea to employ an

experimental researchAotsign suck as that involving pre and rattesting_

of an experimental and control group. .-ihe pros and cons involving the .

.

appropriateness of such desigis have been, tItoroughly discussed elsewhere

(Bolcom& il977,4.uba, 1976)% ite point we wish to maks here is that

decisions regarding appropriate designs need to be considered in light of

the developmental cycle of a project and.the purposes for the

evaluation. '1n the case of most new programs, at least one year is

needed to try out various delivery strategies, &bag them and to
A4

establish a stable program. Often a descriptive case study design is

,most appropriate at this time. A second program phase may be needed to

test the ability of the program to achieve its promised outcomes* In

this phase an experimental or quasi-experimental design (Campbell and

Stanley, 1973) may be Irani. Some programs progress to a third phase to

which the'project's delivery strateglea have stabilised and the interest

shifts io consideration's about expanding the program or disseminating IX

to other districts. At this time people are usually, interested in the
longer-term impact of the program on former students and.in issues

related to the transportattllity of the Project fi.e. program costs, staff

training required and ways of selling the concept to other educators and
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the community). These concerns sometimes lead to graduate follow-up

studies and cost-eff,ctiveness studies.

Programs based on experkential learning, in contrast to what Janes

Coleman (1973) refers to as *knowledge assimilation" appioaches, attempt

bo place young people in rreal world* environments in which they learn by

directly engiging-in activities and then reflecting cn the peening of

their experiences. Such approaches are particularly appropriate for

helping young people gain important competencies needed to be sOccessful

adults. Ideally, an effective evaluation of an experiential prvram

would determine: 1) what learning took gace, 2) ha* the learning

occurred, 3) the different meanings that_individuals attach to their,

experiences and 4) the ability learners have gained to apply their new

attitudes, knowledge and skills to new situations. Unfortunately, the

authors have not discovered an evaluation report that addresses all four

areas.

Since experiential learning, as we have defined it, occurs in a real

world environment rather than in the artificial environment often found

in a classroom, ii might be expected that naturalistic techniques would

primakily be used to assess student performance. Unfortunately, most of

.the evaluation-um reviewed relied on paper and pencil instruments to

assess learner outcomes. Applied performance tests, designed to measure

performance in a naturalistic setting, have not yet gained wide usage.

Examples where sudh,applied performance tests would be useful are in

completing a jc0b applitation, typing a butiiness letter, demonstrating

42
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current Iife saving treat&nts in u first aid class, participating in a

job interview simulation and in applying reading and mathematics to

everyday work problems.

Examples of applied .performance tests eiolving from an experiential

education program can be found in the Experience-Based Caret: Education

Program (BRCE) Aelieloped thrOiiih thi-RikithWeSt Regional Educational

Laboratory. As a pert of this EWE program students master Rsurvixel

skills" identified bythe local community as essential for successful

adult life in that community. At the EBCE demonstration site in Tigard,

Oregon, for example, the community,representatives'identified the

following 13 competencies: transacting business on a crerlit basis;

maintaining a checking account in gcod order; prcmiding adequate

insurance for self, family and possessions; filing state and federal

income tax;'budgeting time and money effectively, maintaining good

physical health and making appropriate use of leisure time; responding

appropriately to fire"pplice and physical health emergencies;

participating in the electoral process; understabding the basic structure

and function,of local, state and federal government; expaaining one's

legal rights and' responsibilities; making appropriate use of public.

agencies; making applicatice for employment and successfully holding a

job; and operating and maintaining an automobile. In most of these

competencies, procedures have been identified for relevant volunteers of

the'community to certify successful completion of the ccapetency. For

example, a bank official certifies the checking account coMpetencylwhile
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an internal revenue service agent certifies the tax ,competency employing

actual procedures and forms used by adults in the oammunity.

*a.

In addition to applied performance measures, a number of other nontesting

4Valuation techniques have been used by educators interested in

'evaluating student or program.catcomes of experiential learning

programs. These techniques include analysis of anecdotal records,

checklists, content analysis of documents drawings, interviews,

journals, ctmervations, peer nominations, photography, pbyaical traces,

questionnaires, rating scales, tole play,.self inventories, simulations

and tape word videotape recordings., Although each of these techniques has

its limitations, increased confidence in_findings results when two or

more evaluation techniques used to measure the same dimension produce

supporting evidence.

Su far we have presented a framework for conceptualizing,Aesigning and

implementing evaluations of experiential learning programs. A final

consideration we wish to discuss is that of reporting evaluation findings.

Evaluation reports of experiential learning programs have.seldom

discussed program findings in relation bo the characteristics of the

learners involved. Seldem is it shown whether program delivery

strategies have a differential effect depending on the learner's sex,

race, age, socioeconomic status or genera/ achievement level. Iiikewise

It would be useful, when possible, to relate experiential learning

characteristics to program delivery strategies amd student outcces. For

44
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'example, positive reinforcement by community resource people encountered

tm career explorations may be a key influence on some youth'in deciding

which particular career field to enter.\Such findings can.belp us go

beyond learning that a student has mi'ele 4!! career.chace, to understanding

predosdnant influences that,led bp...that-learning.

Statistical rePorts seldom communicate the flavor of what experiential

elements or delivery systems Imre particularly effective or ineffective

in contributing to one or more learner outcomes. Carefully planned and

documented student case stu4y procedures have been developed

eehrenbacher Owens and Hearin, in process) have been developed that

- complement statistical findings in-conveying to staff, students-and

community people the_ individualised treatment that should be part of an

experiential learning program.

45
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lir. potac RIONOODIDAMONS

The following poligy recommendations have emerged in the process of

assessing evaluations of experiential learning projects

1 A review of the literature on experiential learning has

0--
uncovered a number of theories such as tbaoe involving social

learning, attribution, motivation, career development and

personal/social development that could be used in better

designing evaluations and interpreting experiential learning

program outcomes of education and training progress. Research

should be supported that helps to identigy specific postulates

from such theories that would help integrate and explain

findings from experiential learning programs funded by the

pepartment of Labor.

Syntheses of program evaluations of work training programs,

career and vocational education programs and service learning

programs have uncovered relatively few validated evaluation

instruments that can detect si nificani student gains cn program

outcomes. Research that would index and describe which

instruments have been able to detect significant student growth

on particular coi4comes for varioiis types of youth should ie

initiated and disiseminated to evaluators. For, outcomes where no

satisfactory instruments exist,-new instrument development

effcrts should be'flinded.

1. A
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The discussion of appropriate evaluation deaigns to fit the

developmental cycle of education and workilograms indicated

that the'des.gns should match the developmental stage of the

program If stable program 'delivery strategies are .to be

effectively assessed, it becomes etsential that the Department

of Labor identify same exemplary programs fcc a two- cc three-

year funding cycle.

Knowledge development activities need b) be carefully focused on

a few questions for which data can feasibly be Cbtained.- As

evidego, accumulates on a particular issue the focus of suCh

questions can be shifted to 'new_areas or issues of interest.

Funding agencies which require program evaluation cc knowledge

develoRment activities should specify the criteria for this

activity pcior to the time of funding. These specifications

should include such requirements fcc crosslprogram studies as

comparison groups, estimatea of the amount and leogth ct testing

time for youth, amount -of staff time to be involved and forms or

instructions for provision of data.

6. The definition of experiential learning uied in this study

included learning resulting from unplanned as well as paanned

interventions. The life experience of many adults-reveals that

choicedof life styles and careers are often influenced mcce by,

unplanned critical incidents than by a rational developmental
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pattern. ilet know iery little, however, obout'what Conditions

are likely to result in critical incidents for young people and

how they learn to recognise them or capitalise on suCh chance

Avents.--Research-iti-this-afe-a-cif experiential learning could be

especiaily useful to women and disadvantaged youth and may .

produce greatsr_shangving_theix lives than would

continued research on traditional edUcational.approaches.

number of elements of experiential learning are seen by youth'

as important for excellent learning experiences in the

co'nemuity.. 1n-dopth study of some of thege elements such as

devoloping a sense of responsibiliy; is essential in order to

depict the construct, develop a typoogy of levels of

responsibility, determine ways of increasing this trait in young

people and develop valid measures loc assessing growth in this

area.

Studies of career decision making and attitudes toward work have

generally centered in the schools or in the work place. Nowa

young person receives supperting or conflicting messages from
,

different environments such as sChoolvjob site, home or other

elements of the community is important to recognise if we

realize-that schools are not the solo location of learning. DOL

funded researCh in this direction may reveal whiCh itvironments

are imost suited for producing which types of learning.

48
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Various reseaichers in synthesising evaluation reports of,

education and work prosrams have indicated the importance of'

Jcnowing differential program outcomes in relation to

characteristica of the particpating young.people. .Nevertikess,

many evaluation reports still fail to,differentiate.program

findings by the participants' sex, race, achievement level or
. t,

socioeconomic level. The Department of Labor guidelines for

evaluation should request a breakout of'evaluation report
A

findings by relevant characteristics of the participating

population.
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